
Harrison: The Paraguay Connection
Why was Paraguay chosen for these dummy stamps?

For more than 30 years your compiler had been looking
for a set of Harrison dummy stamps. The landscape
format set of four, while rarely seen, does get offered
every so often, but the portrait version does not. Finally,
three out of the four* suspected colours were recently
seen. The missing colour is sure to be red.
* Together, the four values represented the standardised UPU colour scheme
as used for the  British 1/2d (green), 1d (red), 1 1/2d (brown) and 2 1/2d
(blue) definitive stamps that were in use for decades.

These dummy stamps are taken from a sheetlet of six
(3 x 2). The design comprises a large five-pointed
star enclosing a three-quarter portrait of a Harrison &
Sons Ltd. family member, with a diagonal spray of
leaves behind the star. Denomination at bottom left

‘40/CENTAVOS’ in shield.  Inscribed above the
portrait ‘SPECIMEN DEL / PARAGUAY / U.P.U.’

Two questions remain - why was the real country
name Paraguay chosen for these dummy stamps and
do they exist perforated?  Help appreciated.*
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Charles Skipper and East Tender
Based on 1d Black, a fine ‘specimen stamp’ was created

A favourite item of your compiler has always been
the Charles Skipper and East rendition of the Penny
Black design, albeit with obvious changes.

Another fan was Robson Lowe and a recent re-
read of his 1943 book Masterpieces of Engraving
on Postage Stamps, 1840-1940 revealed the
source image for the head. Robson wrote:

The coin, by artist Euainetos, has Persephone
depicted as a young woman with a luxuriant coif-
fure embellished by a wreath of wheat stems
without ears, as a sign that while she is in the
Underworld the earth will not produce a harvest.

Charles Skipper, who was a master printer, went into partnership with
Williams Edmund East, primarily as banknote engravers. In 1879 they
submitted many designs for the stamp tender using more than one printing
process.  They were unsuccessful, despite a track record for the production
of intaglio revenue stamps for Peru (at least) from around 1871-1888, but
in 1887 they did print stamps for Haiti. * 
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B&W image of the
sheetlet of six.



Walsall at Stamp World 1990
Sheetlet now found with WSP cachet

The sheetlet depicted below was issued by Walsall
Security Printers for sale at its stand at the Stamp
World London 1990 stamp exhibition.

A copy has now been found in an online auction
with a WSP cachet applied to the mint sheet. The
un-cacheted sheet usually sells for around £20, so at
a price of just £1 the example with the cachet was a
steal.* 
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BW Stamps and Banknotes
Two great hobbies come together

The item below recently sold on eBay for £177 and
perfectly unites the hobbies of dummy paper money
collecting and dummy stamps.

The vendor stated “This is a very unusual
combination test Bank Note and Test Stamp
SPECIMEN piece by Bradbury & Wilkinson (sic) in
1956 ENGLAND. It is 315 mm by 190 mm. The test
included many pressure design holding tests with
incredible results. Note says ‘EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN’ and no watermark is present. Both
banknotes appear to be identical, the 15 sound test
stamps are surrounded by another 20 stamps that
are only partially printed.”

Note the unusual spacing of the dummy stamps and
that they are inverted in relation to the pair of
dummy banknotes.

The dummy stamp is the so-called Ancient Briton
design and is shown above in a blue colour and in a
pair with similar spacing to the green sheet.

This is certainly an unusual piece and it has
hopefully gone to a good home, sadly not that of
your compiler who was outbid!* 



^

Samuel Jones Look-Alike Labels
Design now known to be used for three purposes at least

The imperforate black coloured dummy stamp
shown here (below left) was issued by Samuel Jones,
paper makers, in 1920 to mark its 110th anniversary.

The same design had previously been used at the
1913 Philatelic Congress in Paris (above right) and
has now been found on a 1916 National War
Savings Committee 5/- stamp. A photostat only was
given by the dealer with the above Parisian labels.

Your compiler has always been interested in designs
that have been recycled (or ‘Unoriginal Stamp
Designs’ to borrow a title from a Stanley Gibbons
magazine article title from decades ago).

It is assumed that this latest find is printed by the
Printex method, as were the 1913 and 1920 dummy
stamps, but this has not been confirmed. * 

De La Rue: 200th Anniversary
A major milestone has been reached, but postage
stamps were not  even mentioned in the press release

Congratulations are offered to De La Rue who
celebrated 200 years of trading back in February.* 

Waddington:GPO Tower
Interesting marginal text on full sheet

The complete sheet shown below was sold for a
bargain price of £10 recently. Sadly, it was sent
without any packaging at all and every dummy
stamp was seriously creased, so had to be returned
for a refund, but not before it had been scanned.

Why do collectors not consider that it has to with-
stand the rigours of the postal system? They
invariably charge enough postage. And let’s not
even talk about people who cut imperforate sheets
of stamps with scissors in a way that often cuts into
the design. And what about... No, ranting over with!

The bottom margin states: PRINTED BY JOHN
WADDINGTON of Kirkstall LTD., LEEDS, ENGLAND on
100gsm / COATED UNWATERMARKED STAMP PAPER
WITH MATT GUM ON REVERSE. The matt gumming
is of particular interest, as it had previously been
assumed that singles seen were either ungummed
or soaked-off copies.

A small magenta inverted letter “A” appears to right
of the colour dabs, but for what purpose? * 
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Imperforate proof (presumably)
of the NWSC stamp dated 1916

with Britannia head.



The perforated version in the above block of 40 is on
offer at eBay as these words are being typed for
US$770 (circa £495) as a Buy it Now item.

Offered for £677 by the same British dealer was a
sheet of 200 (below left. Excuse scan quality).  It was
described as ‘1950 Grieg design Timson Press Trial
Printing for testing  purposes in a complete sheet of
the full plate showing the two panes each of 100.’
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The Grieg Dummy Stamp is not
from Norway, but from Britain
Various items recently offered for sale

Some readers who also collect foreign dummy
stamps may be aware of the design illustrated below,
together with its issued equivalent as shown along-
side it. While the item sits happily in a Norwegian
collection, not every collector realises that the
dummy version was actually printed in Britain.

Edvard Hagerup Grieg (15 June 1843 – 4 September
1907) was a Norwegian composer and pianist for
those unfamiliar with the individual and his work.

The issued stamp appeared in a set of four in 1943
and seven years later when printer Emil Moestue
A/S of Oslo was looking for a new printing press
they chose the Grieg design for the testing of a
British Timson press that it was considering buying.

Founded in 1896, Timson’s remain to this day a
family owned business employing over 150 people
at its Kettering based design and manufacturing
facility. An installation at Harrison and Sons is
depicted at the top of the next column. The Timson
brand name is at bottom left of the photograph.

A drilled perforation guide hole is shown on the
imperforate block above (as a black dot in the
margin), proving that this was, as one would
expect, a separate operation that was undertaken
prior to commencement of perforating.

Incidentally, the perforating of the relatively small
proportion of these sheets was undertaken by
Harrison at High Wycombe, no less.*



Open Day at Joh. Enschedé Stamps
Further ‘Open Dag’ items recently discovered

In the previous issue of DS a souvenir sheet was
illustrated from the 2001 Open Day at Enschedé.

Two new items have been obtained, but they do not
bear a date on them. However, they are thought to
also be from 2001.  The material comprises printed
folders, creased centrally and with unprinted insides.

The text on the cover reads DIT WORDT U
AANGEBODEN / DOOR DE PERFOREERKAM-
MER (twice), translating as “This is presented to
you by the perforation room” (i.e. department).

My Dutch friend further states: “The label with the
nose is quite some artwork. It seems to be a fantasy
image just made for this give-away item” and your
compiler tends to agree.  He would not like to get
inside the head of its designer who clearly has some
issues! Each of the dummy stamps are stuck by one
corner using the gum on their reverse. *
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The above design was “dragged and dropped” into Google’s image
comparison facility, but it never found any further examples of this
picture. It appears, therefore, not to be a famous artwork, but quite

probably is unique to Joh. Enschedé Stamps.



Feedback from DS28
More facts and corrections come to light

Coil reeling -
A new slant is placed on the comments regarding the
reeling of coils, as a reader writes: “I never
considered the Kermode coils were reeled gum out
just for tension. Having loaded a made up coil into
my Kermode machine it needed to be gummed side
out for the stamp to be delivered face up and not
gum side out.”  Good point.

Ford Galaxy Zetec Promotion -
Your compiler applied a misguided logic to the
explanation about the stamps being stuck down, i.e.
dampness! The above reader advises: “In no way
has this been caused by dampness. The labels were
all completely stuck down whether they were on
gummed paper or otherwise. They are all evenly
spaced. I would assume this was done before
photography to prevent the labels slipping. If the
packs were being sent out to agencies they would
not want the labels slipping and this prevents this.”

This makes complete sense and your compiler under-
took a similar process when working as a print and
production manager, but failed to note the similarity
in methods at the time of writing DS.  

BW POKO Perfin is NOT British -
A reader kindly checked the BW perfin against the
German Catalogue and reported that it is German,
having been used in the town of Karlsruhe.

The original BW query. (left)
The German catalogue BW impression. (right)

The letters BW stand for “Badische Landeselektriz-
itatsversorgung (Badenwerk)” and it is recorded as
having been in use between 1922 and 1927.

So, it has no connection with Bradbury, Wilkinson,
or indeed British philately in the wider sense, but is
still an interesting item.

Sloper Perfins on Yellow Labels -
The Harrison printed labels in blue, orange and
yellow struck a chord with a reader, who writes:

“Your talk of yellow dummy stamps reminded me
that in Slopers later ledgers (which the Perfin
Society mostly hold now) where they recorded what
perfin they used for what client, Slopers usually
recorded the perfin on a bit of perforated yellow
paper as per attached photostat (one of many).

“The numbers indicate a single or 12 wide perfin die,
the other columns are usually Commercial Over-
prints and occasionally National Insurance stamps
(usually perfinned with numbers but we haven't
researched these even if it's possible as most
National Insurance stamps were put on "cards" and
ultimately destroyed).

A scan of a perfin photostat page of poor reproduction quality, but
no less worthy of illustrating here.  Note how the first item is of

another “BW”, in this case Burroughs Wellcome & Co.

“It's unlikely you'll ever come across these but as
well to keep in mind.” How interesting, proving that
there is always something new to learn and how one
find can act as a catalyst for reporting another!

The labels were almost certainly printed by one of
the British security printers of the time.
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Moore & Matthes DID Print Stamps -
Thanks to a reader, more information can be offered
regarding M&M, as it appears that they did print
stamps. OK, strictly speaking they were British
local carriage labels for the Summer Isles, but they
look as good as any printed by the well-known
British security stamp printers.

Our correspondent writes: “You mention Moore &
Matthes as printers of the Bulletin. Yes, they were
between 1977-79 and 1984-91. Moore & Matthes
also printed three sets of local stamps for the
Summer Isles (Scotland) - 1977 Silver Jubilee,...

...1978 25th Anniversary of the Coronation...

...and 1979 Island Flowers.

“The Coronation set was designed by Stuart Rose of
The Post Office, and the Silver Jubilee set was by
Gordon Huntly who designed the 3d Scottish
regional of 1958 and the Burns stamps of 1966.”

Coppen Brothers
A reader writes: “I have just read the latest issue of
the Dummy Stamps newsletter with interest.
Strangely, Coppen Bros was next on my list to write
to you about, but it seems now that there are as
many questions as answers.

Anyway, herewith images from which you will see
that both labels have a CANCELLED stamp on
them. The blue label overprint is in blue, but the red
label overprint is black, upside down and in a
different direction. The red label also has trimmed
perforations at right. What CAN this all mean?”

The handstamps that have been applied do not look
familiar for either of the two companies that were
able to print in photogravure (Harrison & Sons and
Waterlow & Sons) at that time, so they could have
been privately applied in more recent times.   In
fairness this does seem unlikely, as the handstamped
and unhandstamped versions of the dummy stamps
are not sold for very high prices to this day.

The red label with its trimmed perforations to the
right tends to possibly imply coils and this may
indeed have been the purpose of the items at the
time of issue. Perhaps they are undenominated
savings stamps?
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All 12 stamps
are printed in
the same size
and perforation gauge.



Your compiler cannot resist ending the feedback
section with the joke relating to Burns that was
contained in the email about Moore & Matthes:

“What do you call the  society for dedicated
collectors of Robert Burns stamps?
- the Serious Burns Unit.  Boom-boom!”

Whoever said that stamp collectors are a stuffy and
serious bunch needs to think again! * 

Stamp World Souvenir
An interesting connection may have been discovered

The Spanish item below was recently on offer by a
dealer. Its inclusion here is possibly inappropriate,
but there may just be a British connection and your
compiler wonders if anyone can please clarify.

For Stamp World London 90, Harrison printed
intaglio images of the One Penny Black and Two
Penny Blue with blank bottom corners for sale by
the organisers as souvenirs of the exhibition. To
make the Palmares menu extra special the two
corner check letters of S and W (standing for Stamp
World) were added.

The Spanish intaglio printed souvenir for their
EXFIME 90 show utilised a die with the same SW
check letters. This seems too coincidental and it is
thought that Harrison may have either supplied
FNMT (the Spanish State Printers) with the die, or
maybe even printed the 300 copies of the limited
edition at High Wycombe.  They sell for c£150.*

Counter Training Handstamps
eBay sells more Post Office cancellation devices

More training handstamps are on the open market.
Look out for dodgy philatelic items that may be
produced from the following dies. The top one sold
on eBay for more than £100 and had 15 bidders!

*
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The
handstamp
dies
and
typical
type
case.

The Spanish scan is low-res, but is
clear enough to see the letters SW.

The reduced Palmares menu along-
side is less clear, so the Penny
Black has been enlarged above it.
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1958 De La Rue Colour Trial
Blue is the norm, green is scarce

It is unusual for colour trials to exist for dummy
stamps, for invariably designs may appear in a
multitude of colours and shades, but not usually for
the printer to decide on a version to “issue”.

The green version of the 1958 De La Rue dummy
stamp shown here is one such example. Navy blue
was the preferred, and eventually issued, colour.

Your compiler has been seeking the green colour for
many years and narrowly missed-out on acquiring a
copy recently at an overseas auction. *

De La Rue at 1951 Festival
An unrecorded dummy envelope surfaces in America

In 1851, Great Britain hosted the Great Exhibition
(or, to give it its full title, ‘The Great Exhibition of
the Works of Industry of all Nations’) in London’s
Hyde Park. By all accounts it was magnificent.

One exhibitor at the show was Thomas De La Rue,
who were demonstrating envelope making and also
displaying over 250 of their other products.

www.postalheritage.org.uk/page/victorian-machines
states: “Rowland Hill's brother Edwin invented a
prototype envelope-folding machine. Warren De La
Rue patented various developments of this, and the
machine was demonstrated at the Great Exhibition.”

According to the British Postal Museum & Archive, the catalogue for the exhibition records: "This machine
works at the rate of 2,700 envelopes per hour, and although superseding hand labour in folding, it is
satisfactory to find that, instead of displacing hands, its introduction, by extending the consumption, has, in
reality, created work for more than it has displaced".  By 1851 De La Rue had eleven such machines in use.

Unbeknown to your compiler until recently, the same machine was demonstrated at the 1951 Festival of
Britain* and a mint dummy envelope reverse with its commemorative text is shown below. The envelope
face is totally unprinted and therefore is not depicted here.  It is suspected that 1851 samples also exist. *

* Re-reading the text it states “...at
their Festival Exhibition of 1951...”.
Is it wrong to assume therefore that it
was the Festival of Britain, or was it
a different event put on by DLR?



Dummy First Class Stamp Booklet
Youth Training cancellation is a new find

It is not unusual to find ‘dodgy’ dummy booklets on
the likes of eBay, but this one appears to be OK for
the reason detailed below.

This example was sold for £2, well under the 2004
face value and certainly less than the current face
value of £7.20. If the stamps had not been struck
through with a marker pen, then far more money
could have been obtained by selling the booklet
uncancelled. Certainly it was worth £2! *

Harrison: Guildhall Design
Incomplete variant surfaces

In a previous issue of DS, a dummy stamp of the
Guildhall, High Wycombe as designed by Ronald
Maddox was described and illustrated.

A further variant has recently surfaced that is
perforated at the top and bottom, but is imperforate
at the sides and is far from being a complete design.
The vertical perforations may have been cut-off, of
course, as the dummy stamp appears to only be as
wide as the design and excludes side margins. *

Questa: 12 Colours Were Used on a Single Postage Stamp
Not dummy-related, but a no less interesting ‘filler’ piece relating to our British stamp printers

The Ordnance Survey Bi-centenary 33p value from the British 1991 commemorative stamp series comprised
a massive 12 colours.  Could this possibly be unbeatable for a single* British or world postage stamp? *
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*Some printers are known to have used around 24+ colours, but these
have been on a se-tenant counter sheet or miniature sheet comprising
different stamps, which for the purposes of this snippet does not count.



^^

Harrison ‘Trade Stamps’ Booklet
Lovely c1912 item yields new bi-colour Harrison Head

Thanks to a reader, a rare H&S booklet is shown.
All pages are here, albeit that most labels are beyond
the scope of DS. H&S calls dummy stamps ‘Trade
Stamps’, a term not generally used in philately.

The item alongside is the gem (in-situ overleaf), as
this bi-colour of light grey frame and dark green
head is a new colour combination. The previously
reported red/green version is also shown. Note the
further discovery relating to the size of the head. * 
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The pale green head is larger than the
dark green one. This is no doubt because

of difficulties with the registration of the
head initially. The solid line around the

original was removed on latest discovery.



 ...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from printers past and
present, and so invite you to write via my Guest Book at
stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm, where requests to subscribe to DS
can also be made.

Business, family and other commitments to the hobby mean that I
cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a publishing programme
and suggest that you visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm
every so often where PDF files of this and all
future and previous issues of Dummy Stamps
will be available to download and print-off. * 

Waterlow & WBL Scans sought
Help requested in securing better images

Has anyone decent colour (or even B&W) scans of
these four poor-quality photostats, please? *

 

Cartor Image Revealed
A 2012 dummy stamp conceals three roses

For anyone who owns the laytex-covered dummy
stamp below, the hidden image is revealed here
without requiring you to scratch your original! *
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